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Abstract: Currently energy efficiency is a major concern for all companies. This paper presents a system based on 

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), offering a low cost solution for improving energy efficiency in industry. Relevant 

data is collected by multiple nodes, provided with sensors and located at key points in the industry. This data can then 

be analyzed to provide information on power consumption and energy utilization. Several Industry in the world faces 

issues like managing the power which  is required for their operations which involves manufacturing, processing, 

delivering, organizing and utilizing them for the required operations in a efficient way. Using the Relay technique 
which has its own contribution to power consumption schemes. Relay can be uses as electronic switch. Depending 

upon the user commands the relay can be operated to on and off mode , which is user dependant. This paper gives a 

efficient way of implementing the power management system for the Industry using Zigbee which is been 

manufactured by the XBee. The method implemented involves a developed protocol for a specific industry. Industry 

main products being connecting valves, couplers, and various mechanical devices which can be deployed in various 

applications.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) facilitated the observing 

and controlling procedure in numerous fields particularly 

in commercial enterprises [1]. WSN picks up its 

significance for the most part due to its ad hoc ability. 

WSN can be accomplished by numerous remote 

innovations like Wifi, Bluetooth, Infrared and Zigbee. 

Zigbee based remote sensor system is most proper where 

the low power utilization is of primary concern. Zigbee is 
the remote correspondence convention of low power 

utilization and low information rate [1]. Zigbee conceals a 

separation to 200 meters with its information rate going 

from 20Kbps to 250Kbps. Contingent upon the 

information preparing capacities, Zigbee gadgets are 

delegated Full Function Devices (FFD) and Reduced 

Function Devices (RFD). FFD can perform every one of 

the operations indicated in the IEEE standard, while the 

RFD performs the constrained rendition of IEEE standard. 

FFD will dependably be controlled with mains supply as 

its listening to the channel constantly[1]. Zigbee 
correspondence module is utilized to send measured 

information of current and voltage to server module and 

store it in PC. Installed board is utilized rather than PC to 

lessen power utilization [2]. In the event of over-

burden/irregularity in force utilization, server module 

sends a control message to MCU by means of zigbee 

module [2]. MCU slices energy to the heap for wellbeing 

reason. Creators outline the GUI by utilizing Visual Basic 

(VB) to give easy to use environment. In any case, power 

supply to power checking and controlling segment is 

definitely not talked about by creators. The present vitality 
emergency has required critical vitality lessening in all 

territories. The vitality utilization in home zones has  

 
 

expanded as more home machines are introduced. Vitality 

sparing and renewable vitality sources are considered as 

strategies of taking care of home vitality issue [3]. Both 

vitality utilization and era ought to be all the while 

considered to spare the home vitality cost. This work 

introduces an apparatus to push industry to exhaustively 

investigate their vitality effectiveness in light of genuine 

utilization information. The framework is made out of a 
WSN with hubs that can be conveyed to gauge current, 

temperature and stickiness, and a programming application 

that investigates the information to distinguish vitality 

waste[4]. The framework is totally adaptable so that any 

number of  hubs can be progressively added to the system 

to give any recently required measures. Vitality 

Management Systems screen and control the conduct of a 

hidden framework[6], permitting it to satisfy its essential 

reason in the meantime adjusting over different limitations 

counting cost streamlining, framework unwavering 

quality, and ecological contemplations. Redesigning a 
solitary machine keeps the framework design 

straightforward. There might be constraints to a definitive 

limit conceivable, if there are breaking points on 

accessible gadgets. Moving to various gadgets expands 

general framework multifaceted nature, yet expands 

general framework unwavering quality, as the passing of a 

solitary machine can be spread over numerous 

gadgets[10]. On the off chance that the heap can be 

effortlessly spread over different gadgets, a numerous 

machine procedure can have a higher greatest framework 

limit. Vitality administration frameworks show guarantee 
in making critical changes in vitality funds crosswise over 

numerous areas. A sound hidden model is a basic part for 
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an Electric management system, as is confirmation of 

execution in a wide assortment of employments. This 

paper has displayed an essential hypothetical model and 
depicted its utilization in building vitality administration, 

overseeing micro grids, and datacenter vitality 

administration. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Industry Scientific and medicinal radio band in which 

zigbee works and other correspondence conventions 

likewise work under this ISM band itself. Zigbee is a 

layered engineering and having IEEE 802.15.4 global 

standard [1]. It is named as zigbee on the grounds that it 
can oblige numerous hubs or gadgets extending up to 

65,535 and these hubs are bunched together like honey 

bees and hubs can impart in crisscross way subsequently 

the name so zigbee[1]. Zigbee layers are partitioned into 

Physical layer, Medium access control layer, Network 

layer, application bolster sub layer, and application outline 

function as appeared in the Figure 1.These layers are 

consolidated and amassed one over another henceforth it's 

additionally called as Zigbee convention stack. The lower 

layer being the physical layer that contributes for the 

correspondence of physical parameters. Like voltage 

extents, data as bits, sign level. Both Physical and 
information join layers are being depicted by the IEEE 

802.15.4. Though the layers to be specific system and 

application layers are been determined by the Zigbee 

unions.  
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Figure 1. Zigbee Protocol Stack 

 

At the point when the hubs or gadgets are in the out of 

extent or far from each other then Network layer assumes 

an imperative part in imparting them. Given the many-

sided quality for observing the genuine vitality utilization 

of machines to discover out its vitality productivity, the 
utilization of WSN approaches as an ideal arrangement in 

view of their adaptability that makes them effectively 

versatile to any environment [4]. These systems are 

exceptionally valuable even under great conditions, as 

illustrated in, where a WSN was executed in the cruel 

modern environment of the oil sands. WSNs are likewise 

satisfactory for observing progressively bigger spaces as 

can be seen in At the point when a correspondence needs 

to happen between the hubs and in the event that they are 

discovered of reach then zigbee convention systems 

administration is been utilized adequately in light of its 
system layer yet the topology of the convention will stay 

unaltered. Zigbee remote detecting system and checking 

framework are the equipment configuration to quantify the 

voltage and the current of financial burden dispatching 

framework in the home. The Micro Controller Unit 

interfacing circuit gathers these information and sends 

them to the focal PC by utilizing remote system and 

Zigbee innovation [8].  
 

The force loads and stacking distinguishing proof of the 
house are controlled and oversaw by focal PC remotely 

whenever. In business, we can spare expense of man 

power by utilizing this framework. The fame of Wireless 

Sensor Networks (WSN) has expanded essentially as of 

late. Their adaptability and low implantation costs make 

them a flawless framework for catching information and 

interfacing with nature for different applications. Further 

late research on this theme focuses to its developing 

pertinence[4]. There are works that go for enhancing the 

force utilization of the WSNs, for instance: is centered 

around the vitality proficiency in MAC conventions for 
WSN in it is being examined the WSNs controlled by 

encompassing vitality gathering and examines the system 

coding and its advantages in vitality sparing over WSN. 

 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Whenever there is problem like load shedding or 

insufficient power condition we first measure the amount 

of current and hen see which processes to be given main 

priority and whichever manufacturing product is near to 

the end of the production that will be given more priority 

else that process is given more priority which is more 
important at that time instant of time. We have a main PC 

master terminal which has the VB software on it .The PC 

master terminal is used to monitor the status of all the 

slaves (Industrial units) which covers the whole area. On 

VB s/w we are displaying the monitoring window and 

control panel. The PC master will continuously request for 

frames from slaves. The data is displayed on VB s/w in a 

tabular form as well as some graphs. Also we are 

connecting GSM modem to PC which will send SMS to 

user using AT commands. 
 

A) Master Unit: Here we are using a master Request and 

slave response protocol .In this system the Master sends 

the request to the all the slaves. In the request frame the 

master mentions the slave ID. 
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Figure2. Proposed system for Monitoring System using 

XBee 
 

The request frame is received by all the slaves which are 

in range .The slave who are in range receive the incoming 

frame and store it in its internal RAM memory .Then they 

check for the slave ID .If the incoming slave ID matches 

with their own slave ID then they Accept the frame and 

send the parameter back to the master .If the ID does not 

match then the slave discards the frame.  

 

Once the frame matches the slave will read the Relay 

status from serial frame and will turn ON/OFF 

accordingly. Power administration framework needs to 
have elements of remotely checking and power taking care 

of force abnormalities progressively. As described in the 

above we are making uses of time and process based 

applications for the power conservation. 

 

b) Slave Unit: Here each slave represents a unit or Sun-

unit of industry. Each unit has a specific JOB and power 

requirement. The slave1 is connected with a Power 

monitoring Pot which will give the power availability 

from MSEB. As soon as the frame is received from master 

the slave ( 1/2 ) will match the slave ID, If it matches the 
Slave will read the relay status from frame and Turn 

ON/OFF the relays depending upon the power 

management. Also the slave will respond to master request 

in which it will send the currently available power and 

relay status to master. 

 

MASTER 

The master (PC) after receiving the power availability will 

apply the power management algorithm and accordingly 

update the relay status. The engineering of the proposed 

Zigbee based force administration framework is outlined 
as demonstrated as follows. Which is for the most part 

based fulfilling the accompanying useful requirements [5]. 

 
 

Figure3. Proposed algorithm 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4.Master and Slave Configuration 

 

Whenever there is problem like load shedding or 

insufficient power condition we first measure the amount 

of current and hen see which processes to be given main 

priority and whichever manufacturing product is near to 

the end of the production that will be given more priority 

else that process is given more priority which is more 

important at that time instant of time. One of the main 

functions of intelligent power supply system is protection 
of network from different non normal conditions influence 

of which may corrupt electrical equipment and consumers 

and destabilize the working. 

 

In this paper, we outline and actualize a canny framework 

that can screen and deal with the vitality utilization of 

structures. The framework performs constant procurement, 

quick transmission and wise examination of the vitality 

information. Diverse burdens at the building are observed 

with the goal that we can control and deal with the 

building vitality utilization totally [7]. We utilize the 
Electric management system to lessen the vitality 

utilization of the shoppers at the crest load hours by 

moving the heap structure crest to off crest periods i.e. 

lessens crest load request. 
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Figure5. Industry Side View of the System 

 

Compact force observing module ought to be outlined and 

misused to ensure that the establishment of the force 

checking focuses is simple and helpful. For whatever 

length of time that power oddity is distinguished force 

administration framework ought to has direct load control 

abilities to empty the relegated power offices. The 

checking separation of the force administration framework 

ought to be adaptable to develop the system. The 
architecture of the proposed system is divided into three 

parts, equipment, server side, and client side. The 

equipment side comprises power management system and 

direct load control areas. Facilities with larger power 

consumption such as central air conditioners can be turned 

off or on by the power management system. On the server 

side remote monitoring and with database is created to 

contain the major software components of the power 

management system [4].  
 

In this paper, we outline and actualize a canny framework 

that can screen and deal with the vitality utilization of 
structures. The framework performs constant procurement, 

quick transmission and wise examination of the vitality 

information. Diverse burdens at the building are observed 

with the goal that we can control and deal with the 

building vitality utilization totally [7]. 
 

We utilize the EMS to lessen the vitality utilization of the 

shoppers at the crest load hours by moving the heap 

structure crest to off crest periods i.e. lessens crest load 
request. Building vitality checking also, administration 

frameworks gather and break down ongoing vitality 

utilization. With ongoing information, the framework can 

successfully control and deal with the vitality utilization of 

structures in request to accomplish improved vitality 

utilization [7].What's more, the framework can conjecture 

the vitality utilization patterns of distinctive structures and 

make a practical estimation of the vitality utilization in 

light of handling and breaking down the past vitality 

utilization information. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 

The above proposed system which plays a vital role in 
saving the power in the industry. This system being the 

time and process based system which has major advantage 

over all the present methods and which makes it more 

efficient method for implementing in industry. When this 

system is proposed it’s been observed that the power 

minimization has got more impact, and it also helped in 

processing the other existing system on the basis of 

process and time based arrangements. Along with this 

factors like Standby power of a model can be proposed. 

Since its power consumed when device is in off mode. 

This system model will give efficient methodology for all 
those factors and give a better power management system 

by making use of Zigbee. 
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